
Lane takes advantage of Mr. Frederick’s Free Barber Service before school. 
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 On Wednesday, February 9,  Sunapee lost one of its dearest personages, 
Bill Royce to cardiac illness. Mr. Royce was a custodian in the Sunapee District for 
20 years. 

As any SMHS student who went through Sunapee Central Elementary School can 
attest, Mr. Royce was a constant almost every school day in memory. He was con-
stantly upbeat, always willing to share a laugh—or create one. Mr. Royce was con-
stantly innovative—always willing to add his flair and insight to curricula, building 
collegiality among his staff, and promoting new programs for the students. Bill was 
constantly on-site throughout the day, and also after hours, taking a spin through 
building pre-dawn or post-dusk to ensure that facilities were in operable condition 
for students, 
teachers, and 
staff. And Bill 
was a constant in 
his dedication 

to the “person behind the position.” 
Whether his interaction was with a 
student, colleague, parent, or commu-
nity member, Bill Royce always held 
the perspective that school was not 
merely a place for the preparation for a 
multi-faceted fulfillment of life, but 
instead, a place where such a life was 
to be practiced, day after week, week 
after month, month after year—one 
day, and one person at a time. 

“We’ll miss you, Bud.” 

 District Designs on New SCES 

Sunapee District Says Goodbye to a Hero 

Miscellany: Out and About SMHS 

Rachel encounters some rather dramatic 
play from one of Lane’s knights  during 
Chess Club. 

Andrew mustered 
his best efforts with 
relish during a class 

presentation. 

Aria 
and 
Amena 
bring 
New 
York 
comedy 
routine 
to The 
Adviso-
ry Acts. 

By Lyla Holobowicz 

Exactly two years after the first voting for a new Sunapee Elementary School, another elec-
tion will be held this March. The school board is presenting another plan to make additions and re-
pairs to the elementary school to bring things up to code, make better space for our students and 
teachers, and overall make the school the best learning environment that it can be. The original pro-
posal failed two years ago as the vote for the new school just fell short.  

The new plan for Sunapee Central Elementary School entails a “space to provide a myriad of 
services” that are necessary for the ever changing needs of schools. This project will also bring things 
such as plumbing, electricity, and the fire panel up to code to keep everybody in the building safe. The 
changes that are hoped to be made in the elementary school are the same as proposed two years ago, 
although the proposal of creating a newer, bigger K-12 school has been defeated at the polls. The 
school board has decided to focus on the elementary school and its needs to best appeal to the public.  

This new project is projected to cost $11,631,437. Although it doesn’t quite pertain to our 
students, the estimated tax impact is at a ten year term for 1.50%. For the tax year of 2022-2023, tax-
payers will need to pay $0.18 for every $1,000 in taxes. This is the highest impact of the term as it will 
decrease each year after.  

The date for the budget voting is March 8. 

Some Sugaring Gone Sour 

By the 

numbers 

The Human Brain 
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ter (grain of sand) 
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store all movies ev-

er made). 
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content of entire 

world) 

source: The Body, 

Bryson  

Ms. Forden’s World Language Class 
films a language project in the Computer 
Lab. 

Brady 
and 
Conner 
take in 
the ac-
tion dur-
ing a 
Winter 
Carnival 
event. 

Mr. Coverdale and Jackson meet 
the sunrise on Mt. Sunapee for a 
first-ski down the slope. 

Ms. 
Krausse 
offici-
ates 
from 
the 
side-
line. 

Sugaring--a leisure hobby that friends and family can try for fun. All you need is 
a drill, a tap, a bucket, and a 
stove. For some, sugaring can 
be a little more than just a 
hobby. For the Holobowiczs, 
it’s a lifestyle the latter part of 
February and March. 
 Sounds like a simple 
process with very little risk 
involved, right? Maybe the 
time-honored pastime war-
rants inviting some friends—
the Messengers and Flints, 
perchance. 
 Despite the idyllic 
pastoral, there are--at times--
“litigating circumstances.” 
Some time ago, the usual collections of families were on hand to help the Hol-

obowiczes. Some of the taps are located pretty far from the sugar shack, so we use a 4-wheeler with a collection tank to collect sap. 
Three seasons ago, when Sam and Cam were only 14 years old, we decided to collect the sap, and drive the wheeler down the road. 
Little did we know, once we left the private road, we would come face to face with the Fish and Game officer, Kevin Bronson. He 
informed us  that we had broken around 11 laws, just by driving onto public roads. Officer Bronson informed all incumbent parent-
ages. After the incident however, Kevin returned the next day to surprise us and we gave him a tour around the shack and showed 
him the process--start to finish. 

By Cameron Messenger 



Roosevelt Brothers Bring Swimming to 

Sunapee Varsity Sports 

Introducing, Group-de-Loop Mobile Advertising Units. Consider promoting the product or service of your 
choice with these (often) stylish, mobile, and highly visible “Groups de Loop,” seen throughout SMHS hallways—especially during 

morning student 
high-volume com-
muter hours. Please 
contact our Market-
ing Department for 
prices and advertis-
ing spaces. 

The Goose Offers In-school Advertising 

Mrs. Dodge: Serving Others Is a Way of Life 
By Molly Reed 

 
This year the SMHS Destination Imagination team 
consists of two members, Molly Reed and Jackson 
Scheele.  Molly and Jackson have been participating 
and competing in DI since 3rd grade—that's ten 
years!! Their team manager has been Mrs. Scheele all 
along. “Senior year comes with many new obliga-
tions and responsibilities, unlike any other year of 
high school so far,” said Molly. The team normally 
consists of 6-7 people, and their key to success has 

been de-
tails, de-
tails, de-

tails. With a full team, they would spend 
dozens of hours pouring over the artistic 
details of their backdrops, costumes, and script. 
For example: they made a weeping willow 
tree one year out of thousands of handmade 
paper cranes in the Fine Arts chal- lenge.  

This year there is simply less time for DI. With senior projects, college applications, 
scholarship applications, a rigorous course load, and a myriad of other clubs, activities, and 
sports, there simply isn't the time or manpower for a typical DI project. So, Jackson and Molly, 
still wanting to compete, decided to take on a new challenge--the Improv Challenge.  

They have never competed in this challenge before and are learning an entirely new set 
of skills. Without the obligation of prop and other material creation, they are able to concen-
trate on the basic fundamentals of improv and make the challenge work for them. Unlike last 
year, this year’s competition is in- person on March 20th; however the only spectators al-
lowed are team managers due to covid protocols. Jackson and Molly are looking forward to 
seeing how their new challenge plays out.  

Destination Imagination Improvises 
By Emma McNally 

You all are familiar with seeing Mrs.Doge’s smile and helpful face around the halls and office of 
SMHS. She is here to help everyone in whatever way she can. So, it is only mildly shocking to 
hear that in February of last year, Mrs.Dodge took in a family of five with nowhere to go into 
her home. She has been best friends with the family for over 35 years, and when the son, the 
son’s wife, son (13 years), and two 
daughters (aged 9 and 3) sold their 
home and didn't have a place to live, 
she moved everything out of her 
basement and gave the space for the 
family to use. The boy (13) never had 
his own room before; he had always 
shared with sisters. So, Mrs.Dodge 
cleared out a bedroom for him, up-
stairs.  
It was supposed to be for a few 
months, but they moved out in the 
middle of January. The family is 
around 20 years younger than 
Mrs.Dodge’s and she has known 

them for about eleven years.  
When The Goose interviewed Mrs.Dodge, she relayed some of the 

challenges of inviting a full family to come live in her home. First of all, the family didn't have a bathroom or kitchen in the basement 
(they did have a microwave and a refrigerator). A large challenge that took so much time to adjust and get accustomed to was the tim-
ing of everyone and a schedule. It was also a readjustment to having the three younger children in the house. At first they tried to do 
dinners together by taking turns cooking and ensuring that everyone sat down and talked like a family. It was especially hard for her 
to see the let-downs (3 or 4 times) regarding their permanent housing, and reassuring them that it was ok they were still with her.  

Although there were many challenges, there were also some upsides too—mainly building connections with the girls. They 
would do crafts for each season and holiday. The age difference didn’t seem to interfere with their ability to find similar interests.. By 
the third month it was all running smoothly.  

Mrs. Dodge runs a family business, Dodges Hideaway Farm, where they have nineteen chickesns and two goats.The kids fa-
vorite things were to help them feed animals and collect eggs. Now they want some of the animals!  

“It’s really not a burden [when you] help people out], because it fulfills a great need in the giver as well,” Mrs. Dodge ex-
plained. 

 Introducing…SMHS’s Var-
sity Swim Team? Where’s the pool—
under the gym floor? That’s right! The 
SMHS Varsity Swim Team is com-
prised of two students, Stephen and 
Jordan Roosevelt.  
 Most days after school, 
they can be found swimming at Col-
by State College natatorium, swim-
ming with the Kearsarge High 
School swimming team. They often 
travel with the KRHS team, and 
compete in various meets across 
New Hampshire. This is the first 
year that the brothers have repre-
sented Sunapee Middle High School in NHIAA competition. 
 Because of the rarity of the sport in smaller school districts, their competitors 
are DI and DII teams. Despite this “size disadvantage, the Roosevelt brothers do very 
well in the rankings. In fact, Jordan qualified for the state meet in Salem, New Hamp-

shire for 200-meter individual medley [addendum: Jordan finished fifth in the state in this event]. 
 Stephen competes in freestyle and backstroke; Jordan competes in all the strokes by swimming an event called the Individual 
Medley, where the competitor swims all four stokes: butterfly, backstroke, 
breaststroke, and freestyle consecutively in a single race. 
 Stephen has been swimming since 7th grade; Jordan started a bit earli-
er in 6th grade. They both really enjoy the camaraderie of the team’s coopera-
tive arrangement with Kearsarge. “You really get to know the other kids—
swimming really has a team culture, because you spend a lot of time at the 
meets, kinda hanging out, waiting for your event.” The experience is similar to 
a track competition, because similar to track, there’s only one pool to swim in, 

so all the events 
have to be run con-
secutively.  
 Both 
brothers enjoy the 
sport, and comment 
on how it keeps them physically active through the winter months. Despite 
their numbers, the Sunapee duo do very well in the seven meets that they 
have per year. “We’re not the best,” Stephen admits, “—especially among 
the bigger DI and DII schools. But were definitely ‘up there near the top’ in 
the top third on a consistent basis.”  
 Though new swimmers are always welcome, Jordan admits that 
it’s a learned skill. “You can’t just come to the pool, and in a few weeks ex-
pect to be on a competitive level. It’s a skill that you have to learn day by 

day—and practice doing season after season.” 
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 Ski jumping is in the blood of Sunapee. From having our own 
ski jump years ago at Veteran’s Field, and having student athletes who 
competed nationally, Sunapee had a competitive team. 
However, last year, we saw the ski jumping program come to a halt. 
There weren't enough student athletes interested in the sport which 
resulted in the school shutting the program down. This year we see the 
same thing--not enough interest. Therefore we don’t have a team again 
this year.  
Mr. Reed, along with Dave Smith, has kept the program alive since 
2016. Mr. Beaudet was the jumping coach until he suffered a heart at-
tack in 2016. Dave Smith offered to coach the team the remainder of the 
season. Dave Smith returned the following year to coach the mechanics 
of ski jumping, but he needed someone to run the administration and 
coordinating side of 
the team. This is 
when Mr. Reed of-
fered to be the coach 

and “team dad.” 
Mr. Reed offered his time to keep the program alive for the kids. 

“Personally I wasn’t too interested in the sport, but I am glad I was able to help give 
kids the opportunity to ski jump,” says Mr. Reed. Although the team was small, they 
were mighty. The team achieved runner-ups in 2019, and placed third in 2020.  

With more interest from the students in our school, we could bring the 
program back to life, and continue to add to the history of Sunapee ski jumping. 

By Andrew Claus 

Future SMHS Ski Jumping—a Unknown Landing 

Yatt Hits the Track  

By Marley Bell 

 

Kale’s Sr Project: Today’s Imagina-
tion Meets Tomorrow’s Possibility 

By Nick Pollari 

 McHale Cahill is writing and self-publishing a collection of science 
fiction short stories for his senior project. He admits that the process is not 
that glamorous—“sitting in front of a computer and typing out things.” But the 
art of writing comes esasily to “Kale,” and he really enjoys the sci-fi genre. “I 
love anything sci-fi or mostly anything. So writing about something I love 
would seem to be easier.  When I think of sci-fi, I think of Halo, Star Wars, or 
some cyberpunk type of stuff, and those stories create worlds that have endless 
possibilities within each world. There is a  lot more free reign to create. The 
relationship between man and technology is a fun theme to explore and delve 
into all of the possibilities.” 
 Kale says that the publishing part is easy—that Amazon has a service 
that publishes things for you; you choose cover art and how you are going to 
price it. He will probably price his books from $5 - $8, depending on how big 
the book turns out to be. He will name his book after one of the leading short 
stories. The length of the stories can be anywhere from 5 to 10 pages. 
After about thirty hours invested into the book, he has been surprised at how 
hard it is to find inspiration to carry through on a story. “Right now, I have five 
stories started, and only one finished—it’s a process-thing, and yiu have to be 
inspired to write for the content to turn out the way you want.”  
 McHale has won repeat awards from the New Hampshire Center for 
the Arts for his fiction writing. Mr. Coverdale also attests to his writing. “I 
really can’t remember a student that I’ve had who can put things in such a de-
scriptive way as Kale. Though he often writes science fiction, the way he de-
scribes things make his settings and plots really believable.  
Kale said that he “… wanted to get into self-publishing as a hobby.”  

 A young 
man sits in his 
grumbling Chevy 
Cobalt, one from 
the year 2007 
and red paint 
illuminating the 
sides. The black 
numbers stood 
out in contrast 
on the brightly 
colored car, along 
with the white 
hood that held 
sponsor details. 
The tires were sticky--very sticky, in order to com-
bat the fast speeds on the asphalt track of Star 
Speedway in Epping, New Hampshire. Snow still 
dusted the ground from the cold winter; it wasn’t 
quite summer yet. 

 The first race of the season took off quickly, the laps flying by with ease. The young man was focused purely on the 
track--the overhead lights of the track shone down, illuminating the turns, as the young man’s speed continued to rise. The car had 
reached over 50 MPH; the race was nearly halfway over, and the young man was yearning to gain first place.  

 The young man continued to speed around the track, each time getting closer to a dead car in the track which 
looked to be a cross between a wagon and a minivan, until disaster struck. The racer hit the dead car at 50 MPH, slamming into the 
back of it, throwing his car into the air. The car flipped into the air, directly upside down, throwing the driver around. The crowd 
stilled; the young man’s father watched in terror from the stands.  

But the car landed perfectly on its four wheels. The driver continued on quickly without a moment of hesitation for five 
more laps before the car was too damaged to continue on without ruining his favorite asphalt-track car. He claims to not have even 
been sore after the intense hit; his dad, 
on the other hand, was sore from the 
stress.  

Wyatt Osgood, competitive 
racer, races each season around differ-
ent tracks in New Hampshire and 
Maine, going for speed and fun. In his 
previous seasons, he would race every 
weekend from mid-spring to late-fall--
either on a dirt track or an asphalt 
track, and normally late at night. “We 
show up when the gates open between 
9 and 12,” says Wyatt about his races, 
“and typically don’t leave until 9-10 at 
night. We’re there all day.” 

This season though, Wyatt is 
not planning on racing for points like 
he did in his past season. His past sea-
sons, Wyatt raced for points, meaning that he needed to run as many races as possible and finish them, which is not an easy feat. He 
would have to finish well--a consistent high score in the top five will get a racer to the championships, and that was what Wyatt 
was striving for. This year, however, he’s going more for fun rather than the championships. He plans to race as he pleases, like an 
older racer that he looks up to, Bruce. Bruce comes and goes as he pleases, as he’s the oldest racer in the league and instead races for 
fun.  

Wyatt’s love for racing is one that combines the all-out fun of the sport with the inherent danger (as discovered from the 
first race of last season). His enthusiasm for the sport is obvious; he’s ecstatic to start his senior year season and to race in his Chevy 
Prizm and Chevy Cobalt, his two favorite cars. He also plans on driving his Pontiac G6 in order to race in a different division than he 
usually does. The excitement of the upcoming season is growing already; with just a few weeks left before the season will kick off, 
the engines of Wyatt’s racing cars are starting to rev up! 

Wyatt Gears Up  for “yatt” 

Another Racing Season 



New High School Class Possibilities 
By Matt Tschudin 

“So’d You Always Wanna Be a Teacher?” 
 
 
“ I realized that I wanted to be a PE teacher sometime during my junior year in high school,’ Ms. Krause 
told me. “I wanted to be a chef—then an interior decorator among other things. But it was the influence 
of a couple PE teachers/coaches at Winnesqum who were really important role ,models for me—they 
were the ones who inspired me to take the steps in college to become a Physical Education major.  
 Before arriving at SMHS, Ms. Krause worked at Dean College (Massachusetts) in a number of 
positions including, “...the head softball coach, assistant soccer coach, resident director and Student 
Athletic Advisory Committee Advisor.” She grew up in Northfield, NH and said, “...I am not a city per-
son, so small town NH is definitely for me. I love the mountains.”  
 Ms. Krause says that, for her, a highlight of small-town Sunapee is how close-knit our commu-
nity is and she enjoys getting to know students. She says she especially likes, “...how involved everyone 
is with a variety of activities, sports, clubs and hobbies.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 When Mr. Franta left high school, the only indication he had that he would be a future teacher 
was that he loved to learn. He started off, working sporting goods sales for the University of Minneso-
ta’s basketball coach. During the time that he was working the business-end of things, he took on some 
language courses, and ended up receiving a major in German, with  minor in Spanish. It was obvious 
that Mr. Franz had an aptitude for languages. 
 He started working with students in Minnesota, then moved to Massachusetts where he 
worked as a long-time sub, then latwr as a Spanish classroom teacher. Right before the Covid pandem-
ic, he was hired at Sunapee. As it turned out, that decision was fortuitous, as a number of teaching posi-
tions at the school where he was working were permanently terminated. 
 He really enjoys the atmosphere of respect at Sunapee, both that the students show to other 
students, and between the faculty and their students. He has found that students in his students have 
the same desire to learn that he did when he was in high school. He also thinks that it’s unique to have 
administrators who simultaneously hold teaching positions. He has been in past academic situations 
where the administrators really had little or no classroom experience; consequently, they had no idea 

what it was like in the classroom. 

 
 Almost every student in SMHS has worked, skied, or done 
some sort of activity at Mount Sunapee--or at least knows about it. It 
is one of the main attractions in Sunapee year-round. One of the newer 
things to do at the mountain is skiing before the lifts open. Skiers wake 
up early in the morning and “skin” up Ridge to the summit.  
 These skins are made of synthetic fibers, or fur and are stuck to 
the bottom of the ski. When walking uphill with skins, the fibers grip 
the snow to allow walking in skis. This has become a very popular ac-
tivity among ski enthusiasts from the area, and has provided a way to 
avoid the massive lines that Vail Resorts has brought to Mount Suna-
pee.  
 Drew Clifford is a ticket scanner for Mount Sunapee, “I think 
that skinning is a great opportunity for early 

risers to get their exercise in, while also having a fun way to do it. It also is 
very easy on the body, so it is great for older people who maybe just want to 
take one or two runs.”  
 Another student at SMHS, Aaron Bennett, owns a pair of skins and 
participates in the activity. “It’s awesome because it provides a free run, ra-
ther than paying for an expensive ticket to ski. I also prefer to do it on bigger 
mountains like Stowe, where there is more powder and also backcountry 
skiing.”  
 It seems as though skinning at Mount Sunapee will become more 
and more popular, although a longer run down makes it more worth it to 
skin up the bigger mountains of New England. 
Mr. Reed has been involved in “skinning” Mt. Sunapee for several years. The 
Goose asked him some questions. 

On a "typical morning" when the snow is "good," how many peo-
ple do you think might skin up or hike up the mountain? 
Weekend mornings will see 50 people skinning up.  In the afternoons 
there could be another 25 people going.   Full moons are another popular time where I have esti-
mated 100 people are there.  
What are some of the unspoken/spoken "rules" as far as The Mountain is concerned? 
            There are spoken rules from the mountain that designate times and routes.  The main moun-
tain and South Peak both have these designated routes for uphill traffic as well as coming down 
after hours.   The mountain knows you are there, whether it is while gearing up in the parking lot 
or skinning up, someone from Mount Sunapee will see you and will radio to the rest of the moun-
tain that you are there.  This is for them to be aware of you.  Do not try to hide--rather take extra 
steps to be visible. Wear reflective clothing/gear and a light, both front- and rear-facing.  When 
going up, stay to “skinner’s right” and when coming down “skiers right.”  Be courteous: although it 
is a state park, the wording of the lease is such that Vail Resorts/Mount Sunapee does not have to 
allow this.  Don’t ruin it for everyone else. 
What are some of the things that you have seen or experienced that would show that this 
might be called "a culture," rather than just an occasional activity that some folks do? 
            This is both a culture and an activity.  There are people there that try a different mountain 
each week, who don’t have ski passes and only “earn their turns.”  Uphill is a culture for 
them.  There are also folks that just want to get a little exercise.  The culture part that I have expe-
rienced would be the number of people encouraging others to give it a try.  Rather than keeping 
their secret, I find the early morning folks like to share their secrets and are happy to see the ex-
plosion in participation. 
How long has this "been a thing"? 
            For the last 10 years I have been part of an active group who regularly go up the moun-

tain.  Some as many as 150 times per year.  Throughout this time I have seen people skinning 
up.  A few years ago I started skinning up under the encouragement of Matt McNally who 
had the gear and was looking for someone to go with.  Since Covid hit, the number people 
have exploded. Where we used to see two or three other people on a Saturday morning; 

now there are 50. 
Who are some students who have been a big 
part of this? 
            Ian McNally, Ben Tyler, Lane Tuohy. I 
understand Rupert Dalton and Aaron Bennett 
are into this, too; but we have not crossed paths 
yet. My son, Parker, and I have gone to designat-
ed back country places such as Brandon Gap in 
Vermont 
Any other details that might be interesting to 
students/staff. 
Sunapee is on the more restrictive side of uphill 
traffic compared to other area moun-
tains.  Whaleback Mountain has a Tuesday 
Night Skimo league.  Pat’s Peak allows uphill 
traffic on designated routes at all times.   

First-Run Ski Culture Alive and Well 
By Rupert Dalton 

 As most students realize, the state of New Hampshire requires that students take required classes that give them a broad 
range of exposure to every subject—and this is where taking a class that may not be interesting can become tedious. and sitting 
through the painful note taking, Many teachers offer specific classes (e.g. Mrs. Parsons’ Horticulture class and Mr. MacNamee’s 
Sports Literature) that may bring out one aspect of a required subject like science or English that may piques the interest of some 
students. A couple of teachers are thinking of offering some new and exciting classes next year that might just be the reason that 

you want to get up for school. 
 Mr. Coverdale would love to teach a 
Nature through Literature class. This class gives 
students the opportunity to use types of liter-
ature (poems, short stories, essays, narra-
tives) specific to the natural environment. 
“There is so much literature that depends on 
the relationship between humans and the 
environment that they live in,” Cov claims. 
Obviously this class grabs your attention, but 
to make it even better, Cov would like to 
spend most of his time outside in nature (on 
the school property) and interact with the 
environment. He wants students to open 
their eyes and minds to the character and 
beauty of the natural world, and respond to it 
in their writing and way that they live their 
lives.   

 Mrs. Planz has been teaching at Sunapee Middle High School for only a couple of 
years, and already has new ideas on how to hopefully grab the attention of the students. Mrs. 
Planz would like to teach an Advanced Topics on Forensic Science class. The forensic science class 
Mrs. Planz has taught has interested multiple students since she arrived, and believes that a 
more advanced forensic science class could help students interested in that field garner fur-
ther information about it. The class would entail activities such as taking real life scenarios 
and have students apply their understanding of the unit topic and explain or propose solu-
tions to the problem. Mrs. Planz would love for the students to feel like they're actually deal-
ing with a crime scene, as the students could create a real crime scene that is happening and 
follow the procedure of a crime scene investigator and forensic scientist. Mrs. Planz would 
also like to teach students about past murders of famous people like John F. Kennedy and 
examine their deaths. It’s the kind of class that would bring scientific study into connection with real-life events. Students will 
soon be scheduling classes for next year; if things work out, hopefully these two classes will have the chance to capture student 
inspirations. 

By Sophia Carnevale 



SMHS Nordic: Making Memories—Last... 

By Sophie Hubert 

Reigning champi-
ons of New Hamp-
shire Division V 
Nordic Team is 
none-other than 
our Sunapee Lak-
ers. Yet--there is 
no Division Five in 
the state of New 
Hampshire, and 
our athletes have 
continuously 
placed last in state 
meets. The tradi-
tional Sunapee 
dominance of a 
division does not 
carry through to 
Nordic skiing; 
however, the atmosphere of the sport is one of the most positive in 
the school.  
The team 
consists of 
an array of 
talent 
across the 
spectrum, 
and this is 
most ath-
letes’ second 
sport during 
the season. 
The ideolo-
gy of this 
team is per-
fectly en-
capsulated 
by a quote 
from Coach 
Cooney 
himself, 
“We may be 

last to finish in the races, but we’re always the first team to Five Guys.”  
So, why are the traditionally strong skiers of the school struggling 

so hard with cross country skiing. Lyla Holobowicz, a fourth year athlete, 
says, “Well, we try.”  

Most Nordic Team members attend practices only once a week, 
because they are much more competitive on SMHS’s alpine ski team. It 
comes down to the facts of having only so much time to do too many things. 
Many student skiers admit that they participate in Nordic skiing in order to 
be eligible for the Skimekister Award (see related article). 

While Sunapee has limited access to Nordic courses, Coach 
Cooney will occasionally make a track on the soccer field using his snowmo-
bile, or the team might travel to Proctor for practice. While the team knows 
that they cannot train the same as others, they still attempt to have good times and low hopes. For example, when conditions aren’t 
optimal for practicing their technique, some afternoons will find them on the soccer field, playing football to increase their stamina 
in the cold and dry weather--and simply to keep students engaged in the sport.  

While Nordic may not be Sunapee’s most competitive, prideful, or successful sport, the members of the team are there to 
enjoy a sport they are learning to love, while creating friendships and memories, even if they are always getting last—they are 
“making memories, last….” (See what I did there?). 
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The Skimeister Award is a coveted prize for high school skiers. The award is given to the skier who embodies that “skiing is a way of 
life.” This means that the award is given to the best all-around 
skier, considering alpine, cross country, and ski jump (currently, 

Sunapee’s ski jumping program is 
not offered). Each and every year, 
the most ambitious of skiers set 
their sights on the Skimeister 
award, and bring their skills across 
the various pools of ski events held 
in New Hampshire. At Sunapee, 
there have been multiple instances 
where a Sunapee student has been 
named Skimeister. However, as for 
this year, there seems to be a very 
limited number of people striving 
for the award.  
 One of those who seemed 
to be striving for the award was 
Rupert Dalton. An avid alpine ski-
er--and not-quite as avid cross 
country skier--Rupert has compet-

ed in ski racing all throughout his life. The past few years in high school, he has participated in both 
the Alpine Ski Team, and the Cross Country Ski Team. However, it doesn’t seem he is in contention 
for the award, despite doing both ski programs. When asked about it, Dalton said: “I’m not gonna 
get it; there’s no way.”  
Clearly, the Skimeister award is a very difficult award to obtain.  
Lyla Holobowicz, another multi-team skier spoke about her desire for the Skimeister Award: 
“There are a few of us running for Skimeister but it’s not as tenable as it used to be. We were moved 
up a Division (because we’re so good), so now the completion for the Skimeister is harder.” 
We sat down and talked with Sunapee resident Cole Fair regarding the Skimeister Award. “No 
comment,” Fair responded. When asked who he thought would get the Skimeister Award, Fair 
replied with equal acuity, “Well, somebody’s gotta get it.” 

All in all, the Skimeister award is an extreme accomplishment for a skier—and Sunapee Ski will 
have to adjust to the higher competition to stay as contenders in the future. 

Skimeister Award is a Slippery Slope 

“Isn’t that plaque shape, Vermont?” 

By Jacob Stoughton 

“Ike” Named to NH Coaches Hall of Fame 

Sunapee boys soccer coach Jack Iacopino was named to the New Hampshire Soccer Coaches Association Hall of Fame. He 
becomes only the 39th member of the New Hampshire Hall of Fame; nominations and selections are made annually by coaches in the 
state of New Hampshire, from all divisions. 

 “Ike” has been coaching soccer at Sunapee High School for 26 years to date. That alone may be worthy of his recognition. His 
proudest accomplishments are hung on the walls of Sunapee High School, not the State Championship plaques (although there are 

now three), but the selfies: Pic-
tures of him- self with his team. His 
teams have been in the state final 
six times in recent memory, and he 
has won the Division IV Coach of the 
Year award on multiple occasions.  

But those ac- complishments alone 
are not the legacy that gets cele-
brated and recognized. It’s the 
person he is and what he means to 
the Sunapee community. Ike is 
beloved by many: friends and foes. 
His alumni flock back to his prac-
tices to assist; they hold him in the 
highest regard, and his current play-
ers aim to please him because of 
who he is. He knows the game, he 
knows the X’s and O’s, and his teams 
play hard and are competitive every 

year. He creates a fun and rigorous classroom each year on the soccer fields and his program repre-
sents everything a high school experience should be. It’s easy to see Ike’s coaching “career,” as a legacy of 26 years of impacted lives, 
one student-athlete at a time. 

Bu Brynn Smith 

M r. F r e d ’ s  S m a s h b u r g e r s !!! 

“tasty—and local!!” 

S M H S  C H E S S  C L U B  

meets every Thursday in H-7 

come try your hand at “sophisticated ruthlessness” 



Google: Education’s Friend & Foe 
 For the first time in history, humans have the world 
at their fingertips. People can connect with each other, catch 
up on the news, and shop all in one place. Instead of sending 
someone a real smile, we send an emoji. Education is not 
excluded from this development, and it perhaps one of the 
most radically changed places. It is instrumental nowadays in 
the institution, but it hasn’t been necessarily bad or good. 

Students rely on the in-
ternet for their assign-
ment, for their work, and 
for their research. Yet on 
most screens in the 
school you're going to 
find a YouTube video. 
The internet has brought 
both easiness but also 
laziness upon students.  
 Yet students are 
not the only ones affect-
ed by the internet. Every 
teacher in direct, or even 
indirect ways has been 
affected by the internet. 
In every classroom 
teachers not only have to 
deal with another student 
distraction, but also deal 
with a new learning tool. Mr. Klingerman has this to say about the positive impact of the internet. 
“It has made research easier: finding and sharing information both student to student and teacher 
to student has become significantly easier.” However, Mr. Klingerman also had this about the 
negative impacts, “Prior to the widespread access to the Internet, students would have to work at 
questions and problems, and there was no easy answer. Now it seems like most students will just 
type a question into Google and cut and paste the result without even reading it.” Just like any 
other tool in education, it has its benefits and deficiencies, but with it being so wide spread its a 
cause for concern.   
 The use of the internet is not just a history problem, but also a problem in every single 
subject. Mr. Iacopino also believes the internet to be a double-edged sword. “On one hand it is 
easy to research and find information. A lot less hours spent in a library searching records 
etc. But on the other hand students often use it as an end-all, be-all.” Mr. Iacopino finds that stu-

dents would rather look up the answer and not learn anything, rather than using what the teacher taught. “Looking up the answers 
does not help you learn unless the task is to memorize answers. It circumvents the whole learning process.” He also talked about how 
the internet in general caused people to stop understanding. “Call a company and ask for technical support and the person on the other 
end of the phone doesn't even have to think about the problem. They just look at their computer screen and follow a script, essentially 
looking up answers.” He suggested that the old way was better when the people behind 
the phone knew what they were talking about.  
 Science and History have obvious flaws and benefits from the internet, but 
what about a less obvious subject. English isn’t quite as clear cut as either science or 
history, but its effect is just as noticeable. Mr. MacNamee said, “ It has increased the 
amount of information students have access to and their options for consuming it, but 
paradoxically, it has made it more challenging and time-intensive for them to vet their 
sources for objectivity and accuracy.” Even though inaccuracies in the humanities may 
not be as noticeable as in some subjects, it still lingers in the background and forms 
essential understanding about s topic. “While the internet's infrastructure offers an 
abundance of easily accessible information, it does so in an environment that is inher-
ently manipulative, and the repercussions of this can be seen, not just in the classroom, 
but the world at-large.” [i.e. Is education about finding the answer, or truly understand-
ing the import of the question?]  
 The internet is cause for concern for many educators, but, like Pandora’s Box, 
the educational role of the Net cannot be undone. As each generation passes, the next 
one will be more comfortable, and reliance on the internet will only further complicate 
the problem; and, as always, educator’s will have to look harder and deeper to unearth 
the real question--What’s going on in my student’s mind? 
 

By Cole Fsir  
Four Sunapee Students won top awards in The Center for 

the Arts--Lake Sunapee Region second Annual Teen Writers Compe-
tition. Marley Bell, Bret Salvitti, and McHale Cahill swept the top 
three places of the Short Fiction category, while Maddox Cahill 
placed third in The poetry portion of the contest. The stories that 
triumphed were all products of the Short Story class, offered in the 
fall semester of the ‘21-’22 school year.  

Mr. Coverdale said, “I don’t normally encourage students 
toward ‘competitions,’ because writing as an art shouldn’t really be 
competitive, but over the last couple of years, student work in my 
fiction class has been so good—well, I wanted my students to get 
some recognition for their efforts beyond a great grade in Pow-
erSchool.”   

SMHS Students Garner 
Regional Writing Awards 
By Bret Salvitti By Drew Clifford 

In SMHS Haulway 
Remote, or Snow Day? 

 Remote days are new in the Covid-19 era. 
They pose an alternative to snow days, allowing teachers to 
assign online work to students when inclement weather 
has schools shut down. Students all agree that it is nice to 
be able to get out at the scheduled time in June, but are 
snow days a rite (and 
right) for students and 
teachers in the North-
east?  

Sunapee stu-
dents Jake Galloway, 
Rupert Dalton, and 
Melanie Reed chime in 
with their opinions. 
Jake says, "I think that 
as a kid, snow days 
should be a day that 
you should help out a 
bit with shoveling and 
such, but it should be a 
day for kids to have fun 
with sledding, skiing, 
skating, and snowmo-
biling. Last remote day 
I went to Stowe and 
had a blast with my 
friends skiing. To do that, I had to ignore the work I had 
and turn it in late, which affected my grades. Remote days 
are a good idea in concept, but when it comes down to it, 
snow days should be a day for fun. We’ve kind lost “a tradi-

tion.”  
 Rupert, had a 
similar outlook on the 
days. "I think that re-
mote days are good in 
the sense that it keeps 
us on track to end 
school in June. But on 
the other hand, when-
ever the snow day an-
nouncement came in 
the past, it meant skiing 
all day--that's what I've 
done since elementary 
school. It makes it more 
difficult to enjoy those 
activities that have al-
ways been a right to us 
since we've been young. 
Snow days meant 
shorter lift lines at The 
Mountain because I 
could ski during the 

week." 
Mel said, "[Remote days] are pretty nice because I 

can sleep until whenever and drink a lot of coffee in the 
morning while doing some of the work until I am brain 
dead and [take a break]. 
It's nice to go at whatev-
er pace I want when 
doing schoolwork."  

Three different 
people, with as many 
perspectives. Though the 
ability “to go remote” is 
efficient and keeps 
school on a schedule 
track, it seems to be the 
opinion of most, that 
technology has, once 
again, intruded into a 
way that life—at least 
traditionally speaking—
had its benefits.  

This Piggy Went to Market…. 

 Most students may know 
Mr. Frederick as the athletic director, 
P.E. teacher, and baseball coach at 
SMHS—and most recently as 
SMHS’s Chef de Cuisine. Many stu-
dents may not know that he also rais-
es his own pigs for food—for around 
12 to 14 years. He typically raises two 
pigs every year. According to Freder-
ick, he raises his own pigs because 
it’s fresher food, and he also doesn’t 
approve of how store-bought pigs are 
kept in slaughterhouses in inhumane 
conditions. Instead, he keeps his pigs 
in a large pen surrounded by an elec-
tric fence; his pigs are “fed like 
kings.” The only problem he runs 

into keeping them is sometimes the electric fence will fail, and the 
pigs will run wild (one time, they made a mess of a neighbor’s yard). 
Aside from that, Frederick doesn’t have much of a difficult time rais-
ing his pigs.  

One 200 pound pig can yield about 160 pounds of product, 
somewhere around 2/3rds of the pig. That amount of food can last up 
to about a year. Mr. Fred says the worst part of raising the pigs, how-
ever, is having to slaughter them. He does it at his own house rather 
than driving them over to the market. Then he brings them to a 
butcher to be cut up for product. His favorite parts of the pigs are the 
sausage he makes and the bacon. He says that the bacon is especially 
good if he cures it himself. “That’s a farm to table animal right there.” 

Mr. Frederick doesn’t only get meat from raising his pigs, however. 
Over the years, his pigs have also dug up about 60 feet of stone inside their 
pen. For those who don’t know, Mr. Frederick is also a skilled stonemason, 
and he builds stone walls and patios as a second job. Mr. Fred has been using 
these stones (dug up by his pigs) to build a stone wall in his yard surrounding 
their pen. 

By Sam Flint 

           w  h   i   c   h       s   t   u   d   e   n   t       g   o   e   s        w   i   t   h          w   h   i   c   h        t   r   u   n   k         ? 



 How does one explain love? 
 That is a tough question—and one that was asked at a recent Philosophy 
Phriday. The small group of Brett, Conner, Cameron, Sophia Carnevale, Jackson, and 
[yours truly] took on some of the great paradoxes and questions of life.  
So-called “Philosophy Phriday” has actually been a many-years (officially non-
school) event that has occurred at Mr. Coverdale’s house on random Friday nights—
really through many years.  
 Mr. Coverdale said, “I suppose I’ve met with students—not regularly by 
any means—for fifteen years or so. It started way back when I first taught Philosophy 
Through Literature. The first year I taught the class, sometimes the school day didn’t 
afford enough time to finish class discussions. One time I probably invited my stu-
dents over for a fire to finish what we were talking about, and the rest is kinda histo-

ry. Some students have carried the interest, so I carried on the “tradition,” even though I haven’t taught the class for years.”  
January 29th, 2022, was the first Philosophy Phriday of the new year 

[another one occurred in mid-February], and right off the bat, the big questions 
fly in: “What is love?” “[If] there is God, how do we account for the actions of 
horrific people?” “What will matter on your death bed?” were just some of the 
questions discussed for a few hours around the fire.  

Cov says it’s normal to have Philosophy Phriday once a month or so, 
and prefers a smaller group so that the conversation doesn’t become too focused 
on school or other activities. “When y’get over ten kids, conversations kinda 
split, and we end up talking about school—which isn’t the point.” Cov said that 
for the past several meetings, Jackson Scheele has been the student organizer.   

There isn’t much to it,” Jackson admits. “Just come to the fire with a 
question, and our minds and conversation take it from there.”  

The “question requirement” is to ensure that the conversation doesn’t 
die out, but that didn’t seem to be an issue—as the original plan for the session 
to last a couple hours went off course completely—the conversation showed no 
hints of burning out as questions and comments continued to flood in throughout the night.  
 Was it Socrates who once said, “Philosophy Phriday is fire?” I’m not really sure, but if he didn’t, he should have. That perfect-
ly represents the idea of Philosophy Phriday as a whole. 

Philosophy Phriday Ponders the  

Profound By Ryan Rechisky 

“Sunapee Players”: We talking Sports or Theater? 
By Jackson Scheele 

 It is no secret that the Sunapee theater program has lacked 
participation and popularity during the last few productions. The 
COVID lockdowns only furthered this decline as the past several 
shows have had to be cancelled, attended virtually, or performed fully 
masked. Juxtaposed to the productions of Into the Woods, Lion King, Little 
Mermaid, and Tom Sawyer, the recent performances of Hotel Transylvania, 
Thirty Plays in Thirty Minutes--and now Murder Mystery at the Murder Mys-
tery seem a less desirable program schedule. Senior Molly Reed 
agrees  She explains that, "the familiar plays in the past were very ex-
citing and popular, but many students [including herself] don't have 
the time or excitement to participate in these newer productions." The 
time commitment is an interesting point. Memorizing lines and chore-
ography is a huge commitment. Could the theater director design roles 
that would fit busier students? Maybe rehearsals could be scheduled 
around those who do compete in sports or other extracurriculars. The 

future of an arts program at SMHS depends on those involved compromising with busy schedules and designing flexible roles.  
Many see the theater program as a lost cause. Some fear the school provides inadequate funding, but a production like The Lion 

King costs almost two thousand dollars for the play rights alone. The 
school cannot be responsible to carve out this amount of funding. In an-
other financial sense, less optimal productions result in lower audience 
turnout which creates less funding for future theater purchases. The play-

ers rely on high audience turnout to fund fu-
ture productions and the lack thereof creates 
an unbreakable cycle of less desirable produc-
tions funded by poor audience turnout. Direc-
tor Renee Brandon explains that, "the theater 
productions have a natural ebb and flow that 
results in low to high participation."  
However, perhaps a better explanation is the 
school’s infatuation with sports. Students are 
expected to not just play one sport, but three! 
So much attention is placed on the sport cul-
ture, that those outside of it often feel cast aside. There is nothing wrong with a sports-oriented school com-
munity. If that is the direction this culture is going, why prevent its natural flow? But, do not forget what 

consequence it will bring. The arts have forever been a community building feature. SMHS Theater has had an amazing reputation of 
providing great productions and exciting opportunities for students to get involved. Theater also provides great exposure for public 
speaking, confidence, and student exploration for everyone involved. So, as the players line up ready to kick the winning goal, dunk the 
last ball, or swing for the fences, do not forget about the arts program struggling to survive.  

 Truncated Personality Test 

The Goose 
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SMHS Upperclassmen Work Overtime 

The Goose recently asked SMHS upperclassman about their after-

school employment. Here are the results. 

 
 
29 juniors took our survey, which asked “Are you employed in a job that requires 
more than “one shift” of work, as opposed to a once-a-week employment?” 14 juniors 
(48%) answered “yes,” with an average of 12.4 hours per week in regular employ-
ment. 10 of these working juniors said that they worked more than an average of two 
hours per weeknight. 13 of all the juniors surveyed (45%) indicated that they were 
involved in school-sponsored extra-curricular activities that required more than one 
time-demanding session per week. 
 
29 seniors took our survey. 11 seniors (38%) answered “yes,” with an average of 10.3 
hours per week in regular employment. 9 of these working said that they worked 
more than an average of two hours per weeknight. 19 of all the seniors surveyed 
(67%) indicated that they were involved in school-sponsored extra-curricular activi-
ties that required more than one time-demanding session per week. 



 The Unmitigated Suspension of Disbelief 
Irrevocably Rocks Cafeteria Conspiracy Corner:  

Footing the Bill of Social 

Standing 
 If there is any fashion fad prevalent at Sunapee High, it is by far the exuber-
ant prevalence of expensive shoes. Whether it is Miranda rocking the University 
Blues, Sam Kress with a pair of Jordans for every day of the week, or the random mid-
dle schoolers walking around with Air Force One´s two sizes too big, it is obvious 
that shoes have become a status symbol at Sunapee. However, is the ridiculous price 
that you pay for these shoes really worth the two seconds someone takes out of their 
day to look down and think: ¨Ḧey, those shoes are cool, I guess.¨ 
 Well, yes and no… 
 As a person who wears the same beaten-in Adidas that I found in a bargain 
bin five years ago…I admittedly don't really see the point. Why should I pay an arm 
and a leg for a shoe that serves the same purpose as the ones I bought for $20 and a 
stick of half chewed gum? Buying expensive shoes just isn't it for me, Chief.  
 However… 
 As a guy who has also watched a single episode of Shark Tank while I was 
browsing Youtube at 2 a.m, I also have a great insight on business motives. Many of 
the students around the school would love to own a pair of Air Jordan One Retro Chica-
go´s, but would more than likely not buy a shoe with the exact same design on it, but 

did not have the signature swoosh on it. People are not buying these shoes for the design, they are buying them because of the 
company, and the positive public outlook on these brands. By owning these shoes, they themselves are becoming an extension 
of the brand, and therefore, enjoy the way it makes them feel.  
 I totally understand this, and at the end of the day, a lot of the Shoe Culture comes from a place of wanting your friends 
to like your fly-ass-hype-ass shoes--and for that, I can't complain. 
 Now if you'll excuse me, I just tore another hole in my Adidas, and I have to go purchase another roll of Duct tape to fix 
them again. 

On Deck with Deklan  

Just as each and every aspect of the world, the school must go through change. Sometimes, change is not welcome; other 
times, change is met with celebration and warm hugs and laughter. But on the rare occasions, when the stars align and Marley 
predicts it with her tarot cards, great change isn’t noticed at all. To an ant, a fallen tree is an entirely new world, but to the school 
district of Sunapee, New Hampshire, it is oft unnoticed--it sneaks by when the lot of people are busy tending to their day to day 
lives.  

My colleague and I both had our work cut out for us while trying to investigate the change that was rumored to come. 
We wanted to bring attention to the matter at hand that so few people had really seemed to realize. My first instinct was to find 
out what people thought about the cafeteria in its current state. This conversation started at Ike’s desk. 

“What do you like about the cafeteria, right now?”  
 “Um, I don’t use it at all, so I really have no comment… The people there are awesome… Their milk, 
yeah it tastes like milk.”  
His improvements included, “If they had a salad bar again, that’d be kinda cool. I really liked the salad bar.”  
This begs the question: why is a salad bar not being added? Many could benefit from fresh greens everyday, yet the 
changes that are rumored to be coming say nothing about such a salad bar. However, that’s just what they are: 
rumors. My colleague then suggested we make a run to Mr. Coverdale to see what he may have heard.  
 “What do you have to say about the rumors circulating around the school regarding the cafeteria?” I 
asked him in front of his class--even they were unaware of the situation.  
“I think that it has allowed people to really think a lot about what’s going on in there.”  
This response, though it may sound inconclusive, offers a great deal of insight to the world of rumors at Suna-
pee, and the attitude surrounding them. Most times, when a rumor goes around, whether it is believed to be 
true or not, some see it as an opportunity to reflect on the situation they find themselves in, just as the one we 
find ourselves in now.  
 Upon asking Kling who was making the decisions and what he thought about the changes, he re-
sponded: “I don’t tell you guys my political beliefs, you know that.”  
What was most interesting about Mr. Klingerman’s interview was his downright unwillingness to cooperate. 
Both my colleague and I had to coerce and make several compromises to even get a single answer out of him. To 
me, this reeks of collusion--if anyone is aware of the decision making, it’s Kling.  
However, as far as decision making goes, we can rule out Mrs. Barton.  
 “I don’t know what’s going on in the cafeteria.”  
If that isn’t a clear-cut response, then I don’t know what is. And, though she didn’t 
know the details as well as some teachers, her stance on the value of the student-body’s 

opinion stayed firm.  
 In response to Do you think the student-body should have any say in the 
coming changes to the cafeteria? 
“I think so. Yes.”  
 The last of our interviewees were two skeptics. This made sense to 
us though, as the both of them had not been here for very long. Mr. Mac-
Namee first stated, “No. I think--right. Definitely not,” when asked if he 
thought Mr. Fullerton (Cafeteria overseer) is really who he says he is. 
Whether he was paid to say this remains a question. 
The other skeptic, James [REDACTED], told us that he felt a full recovery 
from one of the wildest changes seen in Sunapee’s history is “...beyond our 
capabilities. I think,” making sure to emphasize that this was only his specu-
lation. 
 As far as the rest of the school is concerned, I hope that this inves-
tigation will bring light to the drastic--and uncalled for--changes that are 
coming to the school’s cafeteria. Many don’t agree with it. Many don’t 
know about it. And some are keeping secrets about it. I only hope that 
someday, a level of transparency can be reached between the student body 
and administration of the school. Along with the world outside of Sunapee, 
I hope that those in power will make better attempts to use their power for 

good, and let this needless adjustment be an example of how a lack of communication can devastate 
lives.  

 

By McHale Cahill  If you ask Mac, “What happened to your finger?” He may tell you some made-up story of a 
mountain lion, but this is in fact a cover for a much larger conspiracy. The truth is… Mac did have 
his finger bit off; however, the beast responsi- ble was no lion… it was LT. 
 A select group of SHS teachers, known as “the inner circle” are responsible for filling 
LTs feeding trough with a nutrient dense hun- ger paste. Every morning a member of the inner circle 
will make their way down the perilous steps of the boiler room, and fill LTs trough, all the while 
keeping their dirty secret from the world.  

 One fate- ful morning, while on feeding duty, Mac lugged the 
feeding sack down the stairs as he had done so many times. Disoriented 
by the absence of light in LTs “humane enclosure,” Mac slowly emptied 
the gruel into the awaiting rusty trough. While sloping LTs yum paste 
into its awaiting dish, Mac heard the sounds of chains clanging togeth-
er. Before Mac could stop him, LT had lunged on Mac. Months of 
isolation and sensory deprivation had turned LT into a rabid beast, fixated on one thing…escape. For hun-
dreds of hours, LT had used the rusted edge of the boiler door, to file down his chain until the faithful day, the 
chain snapped. Mac valiantly tried to fight off the ravenous LT; unfortu-
nately the school had installed a chin-up bar in LTs dungeon. Conse-
quently LT had become thoroughly and absolutely yolked during his 
captivity. While tackling Mac to the ground LT ravenously bit at him. 
LT finally decided to leave Mac and try to escape, but not before sinking 
his grisly, rotten chompers into Mac’s feeling stick. Mac laid on the 

damp floor of the boiler room writhing in pain while LT ran up the stairs, his broken chains spark-
ing on the concrete behind him. 
 LT was later found breaking into Newport Fitness where he was apprehended by Sunapee 
PD. He was taken back to his chamber where he resides to this day. Mac was found by the custodial 
staff and was taken to have his infected finger treated. Unfortunately, LTs pearly whites were cov-
ered in Bubonic Plague, every strain of the Coronavirus, and Hepatitis A-Z. To save his life the doc-
tors unfortunately had to amputate Mac's finger. 

By Jonah Flint 

A Torrid Tale of  Tarsal Termination— 
Stating Sunapee’s Salacious Secret  

Recovered image of A. 
Klingerman   (c. 2008) on a 
mission to assassinate Omar 
al-Bashir after the events of 
Darfur  

Mr. Coverdale 
(c.2021) teaching 
a typical AP class 
curriculum. 

James [REDACTED] (c.2019) 

Capricorn- That R&B soul music hits hard. Everyone over cooks your grits. They all actin’ like they want some soup. What is their problem? 
You’re getting sleepy, VERY sleepy.  
Gemini- Knock the sunglasses display over, knock it over, kick it, push it, punch it,  it doesn’t matter just make sure it hits the ground and 
each pair breaks. 
Scorpio- Wendy’s new, HOT and CRISPY fries.   
Aries- You’re so sweet to the new student, that’s        just your Aries energy. You’d rather take a nap than fight for climate change in your 
local government. It’s perfectly ok though, because Titan has completed its 5th full orbit around Saturn. Keep doing you, that’s all you know. 
Sagittarius- Jefferspin. That’s all. If you have trouble regarding this information, don’t be afraid to contact our one and only hotline—but it 
doesn’t really work if you don’t call using a pay phone. I didn’t make the rules, I’m sorry.  
Taurus- It’s not cool to steal food stamps, but the sun has now aligned 107.23° east of one of Jupiter’s moons, so you can probably continue 
to steal without guilt for approximately 23 more hours. What a Taurus thing to do. 
Cancer- Traditional Jewish haircuts make you irrationally angry, but that’s ok because that’s total cancer energy right there. I bet you wear 
socks to bed too—but since the world is in retrograde this behavior is nothing short of expected. Commenting “photo creds” on your friends 
Instagram posts is something you can't stop. Just try to. 
Pisces- The sun, it’s gone—but there’s nothing that hinders your daily routine. You continue aggravating the teachers during their lunch peri-
od, even going so far as to eat all of the Expo markers in each room! It’s ok, though, because the stars aligned a certain way—justifying your 
pesky behavior. 
 

Virgo- Your uncontrollable intrusive thoughts bother you more and more as the day goes on. Focusing is not your strong suit, and 
it won’t be if you keep thinking of the numerous ways to utterly demolish the new Promethean boards. 
Libra- Letting the hot sink water flow over your cold hand in the morning is the only “good” part about your 
morning. There is no such thing as “finite water supply.” Use as much as it takes to shake the morning cold 
off. Locking your doors each night may prevent the raccoon army from invading, too. 
Leo- Being quiet is usually how you rock your days. Social conversations? Never heard of them, unless it’s 
entering the radio show’s giveaway for free pencils! You were sure of winning this time, but the moon's 

gravitational pull on the tidal waves has prevented your dream from coming true. That pesky moon, how dare he.  
Aquarius-  You think of screaming into your pillow if any bit of adversity were to strike your world. The cereal is far worse than 
yesterday, and your taste buds begin to singe off—maybe blow on your hot cereal before jamming it down your throat. Mmm tasty 
boiled milk, the hydrochloric acid in your stomach is no match for the milk flood. 

Athena Stoops to SMHS on Her PeriGalactic Peregrinations 

to Assist the Astute Abecedarian Circumnavigate the Mundane  



World Languages Class 
Cooking Show Project Insert Insert 

Senior Yearbook Dislikes  
The Yearbook Senior Dislikes Section will not run in this year’s annual. Here they are:  

 

Traditions, Food, and Holidays: 

Project Description 

Step One: 

Choose a Spanish or French speaking 
country 

Step Two: 

Find information about Christmas and 
New Year’s: 

Step Three: 

Find photos/visuals of decorations and 
celebrations 

Find audio clips of popular holiday 
songs 

Step Four: 

Prepare cooking show presentation  

Step Five: 

Gather materials/costumes for cooking 
show 

Step Six: 

Film cooking show 

Step Seven 

Edit cooking show 

Step Eight 

Watch cooking show with audience! 

 

Landon and Hunter 

Andrew Claus- Zucchini, onions, pickles, sports conditioning, New York City, New England sports, Brad 
Marchand, losing, standardized tests  

Bret Salvitti- Cars from the '80s and '90s, potatoes, ugly colors, Chromebooks, The Anchorage, Mark Zuckerberg, 
homework, mosquitos, working, ticks 

Eric Nangeroni- People who go under the speed limit, when my mom tells me to do my chores, when I have to wake 
up in the morning for school  

Jacob Stoughton- Pickles, cats, poetry, ultimate frisbee, skim milk, Tom Brady, California 

Lane Touhy- The British, spiders, sand, rap 

Mason Jewhurst- Writing senior bios 

Natalie Austin- Spring, Newmarket, 2HL, reading, waking up early, bad drivers, high school, cereal, people who 
clap for sunsets in Florida, bus rides, mornings, the city, crowded places, ski races, social media, any class of Kling’s  

Sophie Hubert- Newmarket, The College Board, mashed potatoes, big cities, failing tests, CNN10, public speaking, 
the ocean, growing up, fake laughs, mean people, the price of college, living in Unity, chromebooks, people being 
mad at me, thunderstorms 

Wyatt Osgood- School, cites, large amounts of people (especially ones I don't know), making plans 

Drew Clifford- Max Verstappen, Hillary Clinton, pumpkin spice, the color yellow, banana bread, electric cars, 
Dodge, losing  

Cole Fair- The New York Yankees, The Toronto Maple Leafs, people who think lawn care is stupid  

Jake Galloway- Classes, homework, online tests, Max Verstappen 

Lyla Holobowicz- Vegetables, FaceTimes, when winter drags on too long, frost heaves, Taylor Swift, drivers who 
don’t use directionals, messy people, COVID, waking up early, running, low-rise jeans, my left foot, chemistry, stu-
pid people 

McHale Cahill- South Park, China, influencers, celebrities, people who don’t like small towns 

Rupert Dalton- Red Bull F1 team, Max Verstappen, broccoli, mushrooms, Chelsea 

Ashton Miller- Onions, Dodge vehicles, tailgaters 

Colin Downing- Lewis Hamilton, Chelsea, wearing different colors, Jake's takes, football 

Hunter Morse- Favoritism, essays, any form of homework really, Ike’s confusing soccer drills, tomatoes, Derryfield, 
Newmarket, math, chemistry 

James Carnevale- Running 

Maddox Cahill- The Philadelphia Flyers, Baltimore Ravens, Browns fans (Kling is chill, though), Drake, negativity, 
hangnails, the feeling when you know you're forgetting something but don't know what it is, Drake, hot coffee, pro-
crastinating, Drake  

Meredith Blewitt-Almonds, butterflies, Megan is Missing, throwing up, good things ending, missing out, CNN10, 
mail trucks, getting yelled at, being ignored 

Vanessa Pollari- “2 hard laps,” homework, reading, Newmarket, that one girl from PCA who broke my leg, basket-
ball season, chemistry, anything made in a crock pot, boredom, grasshoppers, car problems, waking up early, losing 

Ben Golubiewski- Research papers, doing homework, anything involving primary sources 

Colleen O'mara- Apple sauce makes me gag and I don't know why 

Jackson Scheele- Frogs, hypocrisy, politicians, Lewis Hamilton, Toto, Toby Maguire 

Landon Boucher- School, liberals, Joe Biden 

Marley Bell- Yogurt, balloons, spiders, when people say gymnastics isn’t a sport, in-class essays, snow (unless on 
trees), how two of my best friends live over an hour away from home, paying for gas to visit those two best friends, 
my lactose intolerance 

Molly Reed- ankle socks, low rise jeans, penne pasta, third Harry Potter movie, milk, Duke basketball, humidity, 
allergies, SpongeBob, the grease trap at Stacy's, spiders, spelling, dog movies, inefficiency, washing dishes 

Sophia Varian- “2 hard laps,” broccoli, being the shortest in my class, road grates, country songs, Pit vipers, cowboy 
hats, Vermont, the dentist, Newmarket, 143 Lake Ave 

Wesley Kangas-Dodge, dairy, broken trucks, mufflers  

 

“In our third unit, Traditions, Holidays, and 

Food, we learned about other countries' holi-

day traditions and favorite foods. To be more 

specific, Christmas traditions and holiday 

foods. Although you may be thinking of turkey, 

ham, candy canes, and maybe a yule log cake, 

not all countries also have these holiday foods. 

True, they may have a yule log cake or ham, but 

they also have a lot of other foods that they 

enjoy around the holidays. In this unit we were 

asked to pick a Spanish or French speaking 

country and follow eight steps to create a coo-

king show in which we made a dish from that 

country. I chose Cuba, a Spanish speaking 

country encompassed by the Caribbean 

ocean.”- Samantha Shughart  

“The cultures of other countries are so different 
from ours and are so fun to explore. I wish I 
could experience them all. They all seem so fun, 
especially the ones with filled chocolate” - 
Tibbetts Bilodeau 

“Different traditions are 

important because it sets people 

apart and it gives everyone a choice 

and a different way to celebrate 

and do other things. Our different 

traditions and celebrations make 

us who we are.” Kyrah Olivier  

“This project experience was very inte-
resting and kinda fun. I learned a lot about my 
country Russia, and I learned a lot about other 
countries' traditions. Russia Celebrates Christmas 
on January 7th!! That is much further away from 
our Christmas.  And actually grandfather frost 
(Russia’s christmas figure) brings the presents on 
New years eve! Not Christmas eve. In the holiday 
season the Russians go caroling, they do fortune 
telling, and they have a strict nativity Fast for 40 
days leading up to christmas. When the Russians 
decorate, they put up a christmas tree like my 
culture, and they put pine needles on their front 
doors. Also, Russians love the nesting doll decora-
tion”- Ryan Terry 

“Some traditions and different holidays that we learned about include how 
other people celebrate Christmas, who they celebrate with, and specific 

foods they celebrate with. For festivals we learned about festivals that our 
countries celebrate. I had Argentina and I learned about the Sinulog festival 
and some other ones. In Argentina a fun tradition they do is in a village for 

sixty days people decorate the streets and each weekend they have a Christ-
mas themed play. Also, people call Santa other things like Papa Noel or Sin-

ter Klause. These are all things I have learned from videos, other people's 
presentations, or my own country I chose. 

I also learned about how you need to really work together while filming, per-
forming, and editing. It was a very interesting experience to work together 

in order to present our video. It was difficult to be patient and work around 
everyone's schedules. We also had to be able to work with what we had and 

had to cooperate with everyone in the group”- Sarah Malik 


